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Abstract

Visualization and simulation of idle truck energy usage

Simon Elvmarker

Volvo Group Trucks Technology has found a need for a new way to present the
battery status and electricity consumption of their on-board batteries in combustion
engine trucks. Many battery related issues the drivers are facing could be prevented if
a tool was developed that could assist with energy planning in an intuitive way. In
many cases, the climate control system will constitute the bulk of the energy supplied
by the battery. In addition, the climate system energy demand is dependent on both
user settings and factors beyond the driver’s control. This work describes the process
of developing a grey-box Simulink model able to predict the battery charge depletion
rate based on signals already sampled by many Volvo truck versions. The resulting
model is able to estimate the time remaining until the battery state of charge (SOC) is
getting close to the crankability (starting engine) limit or risks causing battery damage.
The settings of the climate system are shown to have great impact on the battery
charge depletion rate. Predicting the time until the battery will reach a critical limit,
and adjusting the climate system settings accordingly, can make the difference
between the battery charge lasting overnight or not. A way to implement additional
influences, such as sunlight, are discussed and recommendations are given.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
It should be possible to implement a system able to predict general electricity usage patterns 

to assist the truck drivers in their battery utilization plans. The input signals used in the 

Simulink model this master’s thesis encompass have, at least during testing, been measured 

before. To acquire these signals permanently and route them to a single processing centre 

would probably not be too demanding from a technical perspective. The simulation program 

will need to be translated into, and maybe also simplified, to be executable by on-board truck 

software compatible with used hardware.  

At what level of extent the proposed tool will be implemented and further researched will 

certainly impact the accuracy of a future operational system. Further validation of the system 

to better establish the magnitude of expected error is recommended, as too inaccurate 

predictions may cause the drivers more harm than help. However, my personal conclusion is 

that this baseline model in its current state is capable of providing sufficient predictions for a 

dynamic system where previously only static and unspecific recommendations could be given. 

More specific actions for the next steps needed to develop the project are presented in a 

bullet list format under 6.3 Recommendations for future development. 
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POPULÄRVETENSKAPLIG SAMMANFATTNING 

Vid en jämförelse av hur lastbilstransporter historiskt sett ut, och de system som används idag 

finns markanta skillnader. Antalet använda apparater har med tiden ökat så att komponenter 

såsom luftkonditionering, kylskåp, GPS och ett flertal diagnostikverktyg numera ses som 

standardkomponenter hos nyproducerade lastbilar. Gemensamt för dessa komponenter är 

att de drivs av elektrisk energi. En annan viktig faktor för elanvändningen är ett förändrat 

transportmönster för tunga vägtransporter. En större andel förare lever under långa perioder 

i lastbilen och är därmed i behov av diverse komfortfunktioner hela dygnet, som därmed sätter 

stora krav på tillräcklig lagrad elektrisk kapacitet. 

Denna energi kommer i regel från en generator kopplad till lastbilens huvudmotor. Då det ofta 

finns intresse av att använda ett flertal eldrivna komponenter även då motorn är avstängd är 

alla dieseldrivna lastbilar utrustade med minst ett batterilager. Merparten av denna elektriska 

energi skulle tekniskt kunna tillgodoses genom att koppla lastbilen till elnätet genom en extern 

laddare, men brist på infrastruktur för detta både på välbesökta lastbilsstopp och avlägset 

belägna platser gör att den elektriska energin i praktiken produceras från fordonsdiesel. Om 

motorn behöver startas endast för att ladda batterierna erhålls en extremt låg verkningsgrad 

då endast en liten andel energi kan konverteras genom generatorn och resten går till att hålla 

motorn i rörelse. 

För att minska tomgångskörning, ge förare bättre kunskap om deras elanvändning och 

möjlighet till bättre planering vill Volvo Group Trucks Technology (GTT) utveckla ett nytt 

koncept för visualisering av elanvändning. Därför har GTT Cab Driver Interface tillsatt två 

examensarbetare med bakgrund i teknisk design respektive energisystem med målet att 

utveckla en såväl användarvänlig som tekniskt genomförbar prototyp av ett 

användargränssnitt. Denna rapport syftar till att beskriva hur en stor del av datan införskaffas 

och behandlas för att kunna presenteras till föraren i gränssnittet. 

Merparten av den elektriska energin används ofta till lastbilens klimatsystem. Störst 

förbrukning uppstår när föraren efterfrågar kallare klimat i hytten än utanför, eftersom 

luftkylningen kräver mycket energi. För uppvärmning av hytten används antingen spillvärme 

från motorn, alternativt en dieselbrännare när motorn är kall. Dock krävs elektricitet även vid 

uppvärmning i fläktar för luftdistribution och pumpar för transport av värmebärare. 

För att kunna prediktera hur stor elanvändningen kommer vara utifrån 

klimatsysteminställningar och yttre faktorer har en modell skapats i Simulink, som är en 

påbyggnad av beräkningsprogrammet Matlab. Modellen är en så kallad grey-box modell, där 

kända fysikaliska samband ligger till grund för att parametrisera ett flertal tidigare okända 

variabler. Mätdatan som använts kommer till största del från olika tester av en modell Volvo 

FH1960, men även snarlika modeller har använts för indata till vissa signaler som saknats och 
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jämförelse mellan olika modeller. Testerna som ligger till bas för att parametrisera termiska 

förlopp är uppmätta på natten, med avstängd motor. Detta för att det saknas tillförlitlig data 

för t.ex. motortemperatur och solinstrålning som därmed skulle ge störningar på 

hyttemperatur av signifikant magnitud. Då det i ett sent skede av examensarbetet upptäcktes 

att dessa viktiga signaler saknades fanns inte tid till att utföra nya mätningar, utan detta 

rekommenderas vid vidareutveckling. 

Lastbilens termodynamik har varit i fokus där bland annat den totala 

värmegenomgångskonstanten, som används som ett generellt mått på termiskt flöde genom 

väggar och rutor, kunnat sättas till 25 W/K. Energiåtgång för varierande luftflöde genom hytt 

kvantiseras genom att ha beräknat tre faktorer: Storleken på entalpiförändringar (, i detta fall 

termisk energi,) som uppstår genom de inblandade luftmassornas temperaturförändring samt 

eventuell energiåtgång för avfuktning, utluftsflödet beroende på återcirkulation och 

kontrollspänning, samt energiåtgång för fläkt. 

De termiska effekterna av att använda andra komponenter i hytten utöver klimatsystemet går 

att beräkna då den totala elektriska effekten mäts kontinuerligt. Dock är detta inget som kan 

predikteras i modellen då de ofta styrs av när föraren känner för att utnyttja dem. Undantag 

är kylskåp, vars elanvändning kan beskrivas utifrån en omvänd Carnotcykel samt en 

basförbrukning när lastbilen är i ”living mode” – endast komfortfunktioner till hytt 

strömförsörjda, estimerades till 42 W i genomsnitt.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1.1 Background 

There is a general consensus that unnecessary electricity usage should be limited in various 

parts of our daily lives. This is addressed through more energy efficient appliances as well as 

efforts to change user behavior. However, the total electricity consumption continues to 

increase in many areas, where a main factor is an increase in the sheer number of electricity 

powered devices. A modern truck is a good example of this phenomena. Many modern long-

haul trucks have several of the comfortability functions normally associated with a home, and 

they are now more commonly used in such a way as well. This puts high demands on battery 

capacity, but just getting a larger on-board battery may not always be enough, especially if 

the driver doesn’t get the necessary feedback to use it correctly. In addition, a larger battery 

increases the cost while also occupying weight and space that could be used for cargo. 

There are several benefits that a working battery management interface could give the driver, 

and in that way increase the value of many Volvo Trucks products with what could be limited 

to software upgrades. The interface should give many drivers enhanced battery and 

consumption understanding as well as a new tool for rest planning. This can reduce the 

number of times the battery is critically discharged, which causes battery damage and a risk 

of the engine not starting. It should hopefully also reduce the driver reported concerns of 

running out of battery as well as the annoyance of not understanding the previous interface. 

While this new visualization prototype is still in an early stage, chances are that other truck 

brands are already in the process of developing their own visualization tools. While Volvo 

Trucks by no means is guaranteed to be the first to deliver an intuitive battery visualization 

interface, it can be imperative to at least having started the development process before a 

competitor’s solution is already integrated and expected from the market. 

1.1.2 Purpose 

The main purpose of this master’s thesis has been to develop a prototype for energy 

visualization and give requirements for future development based on contemporary Volvo 

technology. Since this is the first larger study of how the energy visualization should be 

overhauled, a large part of the undertaking has been to investigate the needs of the drivers, 

determine what is technically feasible and define both a project end vision and the limits of 

the thesis work. Since this initial part of the project requires interdisciplinary investigations 

covering both interaction design and energy technology, the thesis work as a whole has been 

performed in cooperation with Lisa Hilferink, M.Sc. Engineering student in Industrial Design. 

Her main focus has been to create an interface prototype based on conducted user studies 

and technically feasible signals within the truck. While the main purpose for these two 

master’s theses is conjoined and proposes in relation to each other compatible solutions, the 

applied methods and focus areas of the two theses are highly disparate. 
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The purpose specific to the thesis work presented in this report is to identify the system 

relations that affects the battery discharge rate and provide results that could be conveyed to 

the interface. 

1.1.3 Pre-study 

One of the main questions to answer in the early stages of the thesis work was to define a 

feasible and original end goal with the project. To understand the problems the drivers have 

been facing with the current system and what features they would benefit from, eight drivers 

from different parts of Europe were interviewed at Stigs Center truck stop in Gothenburg and 

five Volvo test drivers at Hällered proving ground.  

Literature studies of internal Volvo documents provided information of involved components, 

their usage and maximal electrical current, but very little was found regarding general energy 

usage patterns. Building a Simulink model for energy predictions, starting with a climate 

system description, was assumed the best course for feeding the driver interface with 

required input as well as being an appropriate main task of a master thesis. The reasons for 

building a model in Simulink specifically were that Matlab was found to be used in various 

parts of GTT, aiding future development. In addition, it was assumed that some calculations 

could become quite demanding, favoring a robust and previously experienced program. While 

the model built is supposed to be run by the truck’s on-board computer in a finished product, 

it was recognized that this must be part of the future development due to the given time 

frame, it may also be easier to translate the code to a preferred and compatible language 

later. 

1.1.4 Goals 

The main goal of this thesis work is to predict the SOC (State Of Charge) until the battery is 

fully charged or critically discharged. This information should later be made available to the 

truck driver through the instrument panel with the help of a new graphical interface. In order 

to reach this goal, several subgoals were defined: 

 Create a model of the climate system easily modifiable when new data is acquired or 

truck is redesigned. 

o Parametrize thermodynamic variables related to truck design to resemble 

measured cab temperature curves. 

o Dynamic response to measured temperatures of the ambient system. 

o Ability to compensate for major thermal offsets: Having persons or electrical 

appliances exert heat inside the cab or having the truck under direct sunlight. 

o Keep the model computationally simple to enable short calculation times and 

modest system requirements. 

 Identify where in the climate model the largest energy usage originates. 

o Convey the energy plan impact of adjusting climate settings or doing specific 

actions to the driver. 

o Locate system bottlenecks for climate system developers. 
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2 THEORY 

2.1 WALL THERMAL TRANSFER RATE 

One of the main effects the climate system in a truck cab is required to counteract is the 

thermal transfer induced by the difference between the temperature inside the cab and the 

ambient air. For steady state conditions, the thermal transfer rate between a wall and a fluid 

can be expressed as: (Alvarez, 2006) 

�̇� = 𝛼𝐴(𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 − 𝑇𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑) (1) 

Where 𝛼 is the heat transfer coefficient, A the wall area, Twall the wall temperature and Tfluid 

the fluid temperature. 

However, the wall will not assume a homogenous temperature in reality. Instead the interface 

to the warmer air will have a higher temperature than the interface to the colder air. So there 

is a thermal transfer between the air both at external and internal walls as well as inside the 

wall itself. In order calculate the heat transfer between the air inside and outside the cab three 

similar formulas to equation (1) can be used in series as: 

�̇� = 𝛼1𝐴(𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑏 𝑎𝑖𝑟 − 𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒) (2) 

�̇� =
𝜆

𝛿
𝐴(𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 − 𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒) (3) 

�̇� = 𝛼2𝐴(𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 − 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑎𝑖𝑟) (4) 

Where λ is the wall thermal conductivity and 𝛿 the wall thickness. Figure 1 below show this 

and a general temperature gradient. Air is assumed to move slower near to a wall and as such 

be closer to wall thermal equilibrium, curving the thermal gradient. 

 

Figure 1 Temperature through a cross section of a homogeneous wall during steady-state thermal transfer 
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Notice that equations (2), (3), (4) have the same thermal effect �̇�, which must be valid for 

steady state conditions since the temperatures would otherwise not be constant. The wall 

areas A are approximated to be identical.  

To describe the total thermal transfer through the layers of air both outside and inside the 

cab, and through the cab wall material itself, the equations can be restructured to: 

𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑏 𝑎𝑖𝑟−𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 =
�̇�

𝐴

1

𝛼1
(5) 

𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒−𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 =
�̇�

𝐴

𝛿

𝜆
(6) 

𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 − 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑎𝑖𝑟 =
�̇�

𝐴

1

𝛼2

(7) 

And connected in series into: 

𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑏 𝑎𝑖𝑟 − 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑎𝑖𝑟 =
�̇�

𝐴
(

1

𝛼1
+

𝛿

𝜆
+

1

𝛼2
) (8) 

1

𝑈
=

1

𝛼1
+

𝛿

𝜆
+

1

𝛼2

(9) 

�̇� = 𝐴𝑈(𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑏 𝑎𝑖𝑟 − 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑎𝑖𝑟) (10) 

Where U is the overall heat transfer coefficient, also called the U-value. It should be noted 

that the U-value is by no means uniform for the whole truck cab. The thickness and thermal 

conductivity differ greatly between e.g. glass windows and insulated wall pieces. The heat 

transfer coefficients will also vary due to differing surface structure and convection impact. As 

such, the U-value will increase slightly with increased cab air throughput and relative ambient 

wind speed. In this work the U-value is assumed constant. 

2.2 THERMAL INERTIA 

In order to describe a thermal system that also varies with regard to time, the steady-state 

conditions described above needs to be complemented with transient behaviors due to the 

“slowness” of the system - the thermal inertia. For a truck cab, if the ambient temperature 

decreases, the initial impact will be that the walls dissipate heat to the surroundings before 

the air inside the cab starts to cool down. See Figure 2 below. 

The thermal inertia will induce a delay in temperature variation when different parts of the 

system absorbs energy. It would be highly complicated to describe these thermal flows in 

detail, but a simplified approach may be adequate by applying a lumped element model for 

the total thermal inertia parametrizing only the heat capacity and the internal heat transfer 

coefficient.  
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2.2.1 Lumped element model 

The cab material and the air volume are considered two different but interdependent systems, 

both influencing the temperature rate of change. The cab material is quite inhomogeneous 

and it is difficult to draw any definitive system borders. The whole truck has some thermal 

transfer to the cab area, but this will be diminutive with large distance and small connection 

area. E.g., the cab walls and furniture will definitely be affected by cab air temperature. The 

motor block will probably be somewhat affected, but the wheels will not. 

2.2.2 Specific heat capacity 

All matter has a specific heat capacity, C, describing to what extent the temperature of an 

object will change its temperature when thermal flow and mass is known. (In SI-units given in 
𝐽

𝑘𝑔∗𝐾
). The specific heat capacity for different materials is in reality slightly temperature 

dependent, but can for this application be considered constant. 

2.2.3 Internal heat transfer coefficient 

The other component taken into consideration is the internal heat transfer coefficient, ki, 

which will influence how fast the temperature rate of change will be. 

�̇� = (𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟 − 𝑇𝑠)𝑘𝑖𝐴 (11) 

Where Tair is the average air temperature in the cab, Ts the temperature of the solids in 

contact with air, ki the average heat transfer coefficient and A the contact area. 

The rate of temperature change in the cab solids could then be expressed as:  

𝑑𝑇𝑠

𝑑𝑡
=

�̇�

𝑐𝑝,𝑠𝑚𝑠
=

(𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟 − 𝑇𝑠)𝑘𝑖𝐴

𝑐𝑝,𝑠𝑚𝑠

(12) 

where cp,s is the specific heat capacity and ms the mass of the cab solids. 

  

 

Figure 2 Temperature distribution through a wall at time t_0, t_1 and t_∞. t_0: Instantaneous temperature decrease at right side of 
wall, wall-air interface will assume same temperature since no discontinuities can exist. t_1: Wall cools down with decreasing rate. 
t_∞: Steady thermal transfer. 
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The temperature of the solids: 

𝑇𝑠 = ∫
(𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟 − 𝑇𝑠)𝑘𝑖𝐴

𝑐𝑝,𝑠 ∗ 𝑚𝑠
𝑑𝑡 + 𝑇𝑠,𝑖 (13) 

where Ts,i is the initial temperature of the solids. Reinserted into formula (11) yields: 

�̇� = (𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟 − ∫
(𝑇𝑎𝑖𝑟 − 𝑇𝑠)𝑘𝑖𝐴

𝑐𝑝,𝑠𝑚𝑠
𝑑𝑡 + 𝑇𝑠,𝑖) 𝑘𝑖𝐴 (14) 

2.3 INTAKE AND OUTPUT AIR  

One of the major parts of the truck’s thermal transfer during operation is due to air entering 

and exiting the cab not having the same temperature. The approach used in this work is to 

calculate and compare the enthalpy of input and output air while also establishing the total 

air flow rate.  

2.3.1 Enthalpy of humid air 

As opposed to the cab solids which were assumed to have a constant heat capacity making 

the stored energy proportional to the objects temperature, a more thorough approach is 

taken with the stored energy, or enthalpy, in the air masses. In normal atmospheric pressure, 

warm air will have lower density and increased capacity for containing water vapor which will 

both influence the thermal properties. 

 

Figure 3 Saturation pressure for water in air at varying temperature. Correlates to maximal air water content. 

The physical properties of humid air are based on well-established values and formulas from 

(Alvarez, 2006) and (Österman & Nordling, 2006). While the specific formulas of interest are 

a bit extensive to describe and explain here in detail, a major part of the humid air enthalpy 

model implementation can be found in Appendix 8.1.1. The points of interest is the magnitude 

of the air enthalpy for air entering, being contained by, and exiting the cab. A major factor 
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being the condensation of water vapor occurring when humid air is cooled beneath its dew 

point and how this impacts the energy demand as well as the subsequent air water content. 

2.4 FAN IMPACT 

The cab fan operation influences the cab climate in several ways. It provides the cab air 

throughput that directly increases the thermal transfer to the outside air due to air exchange, 

provided the recirculation is not set to 100% at the time being. The air throughput should also 

decrease the thermal insulation ability due to larger wall convection, but this has not been 

researched in this work. 

The fan will also require electrical energy to operate. As such, the climate system will require 

some energy even when AC unit is turned off. This electrical energy will be converted into 

thermal energy and heat the cab correspondingly.  

2.4.1 Fan affinity laws 

In order to approximate the power of the fan, the fan current usage should be established. 

The magnitude of the fan current for variable operation has not been found in any 

documentation, so a way to estimate the fan power by using the fan voltage and the total 

electrical power usage of the truck was developed based on the following assumptions: 

As stated in (Whitesides, 2012) some useful fan characteristics can be estimated through the 

affinity laws: 

 Law 1a: Flow is proportional to shaft rotational speed, �̇� ∝ 𝑁 

 Law 1c: Power is proportional to the cube of the shaft rotational speed, 𝑃 ∝ 𝑁3 

Since the throughput has been established to be proportional to the voltage, �̇� ∝ 𝑈  the 

following assumptions can be made: 

�̇� ∝ 𝑁, �̇� ∝ 𝑈 → 𝑈 ∝ 𝑁 (15) 

𝑃 ∝ 𝑁3 → 𝑃 ∝ 𝑈3 (16) 

What now remains is to approximate a constant, β, to describe the fan power usage on the 

form 

𝑃𝑓𝑎𝑛 = 𝛽 ∙ 𝑈𝑓𝑎𝑛
3 (17) 

The other major parts of the electrical power usage in the climate system are considered 

rather well known; the voltage and current of the condenser fan and the compressor current 

(using system voltage). Since the battery current (the total energy supply) is also a given signal, 

β could be estimated through the difference between the energy supply and all known 

consumers. If correctly parametrized there should remain a small power usage representing 

stand-by power of the various systems not in use and other consumers too small to have been 

taken into account, hence called the residual consumers. The residual consumers should 

ideally not be correlated to the various climate system operations. 
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2.5 BATTERY 

The first rechargeable battery for commercial use was invented in 1859 by Gaston Planté. This 

battery was of lead-acid type which to this day are used for a large variety of energy storage 

applications. Due to its mature technology and use of common materials, lead-acid batteries 

are relatively cheap, dependable and fully recyclable at the end of their lifetime. In addition, 

they are quite proficient at suppling a high current compared to their size. Due to these 

characteristics, most ICE vehicles use lead-acid technology for engine cranking, which 

demands high power. (Battery University, 2016) 

One of the inherent drawbacks with lead-acid batteries is their low capacity to weight ratio 

and their tendency to sustain damage from deep cycle discharges (battery severely drained of 

its stored energy).  

2.5.1 Engine cranking 

To get an internal combustion engine to run steadily, the engine needs to achieve a sufficient 

rotational speed. The energy released by the fuel combustion in one cylinder must be enough 

to rotate the camshaft and get the next piston in the correct position for the next ignition. To 

make this possible at start, one needs to crank the engine. Early car and truck models used a 

cranking lever that the user needed to wind by muscle, which usually required great physical 

effort and risk user injury. Various other concepts using techniques such as wind-up springs, 

pneumatics, hydraulics and even gun powder can be used in engine cranking. (Wikipedia, 

2018). The trucks produced by Volvo uses an electrical starting engine, which is the most 

common solution for vehicles today.  

2.5.2 Cranking and battery requirements 

The cranking will require significant power, but can be performed in less than a second making 

the total energy used miniscule compared to many other appliances in modern trucks. This 

short burst of energy needed for the start engine puts special demands on the starting battery: 

It must be able to supply a high current and steady voltage every time the vehicle is started. 

All modern battery types have decreased current output and lower pole-to-pole voltage at 

low SOC compared to when fully charged. So either a battery that has its maximal power 

output greatly superseding the cranking power, or a more moderately dimensioned battery 

but which in turn need to have maybe at least 50% SOC. This is one of the main reasons lead-

acid batteries are used in engine cranking: They may not have the highest capacity to weight 

ratio and are not suitable for deep discharges, but have excellent maximal power output.  

In a damaged battery (lower SOH, State Of Health) the internal processes in the battery are 

disrupted by e.g. grid corrosion, gassing, self-discharge and recombination. (Santanu, Paban, 

Sushanta, & Pranjal, 2015) The physical impact for this phenomena is that when using a higher 

current, the battery pole voltage will decrease due to changes in internal resistance of the 

batteries. This effect is further increased by polarization in the interface between battery 

electrolyte and electrodes. (Hiesey, 2011) (Stern & Geary, 1956) 
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2.5.3 Peukert’s law and temperature dependence 

A major variable in battery capacity is its temperature as well as the discharging speed. A 

battery with low SOC or low temperature may not be able to supply an equally large current 

without severely reducing pole voltage. Therefore, the stated maximal capacity for a battery 

may not be fully utilized if the discharge speed is large. 

 

The battery capacity can be described through Peukert’s equation: 

𝐶 = 𝐼�́�𝑡 (18) 

Where C is the battery capacity, 𝐼 is the constant current, �́� is the Peukert constant and t is 

the discharge time (Battery University, 2016). �́� is in turn temperature dependent, but the 

exact formula for �́�(𝑇) has not been established. A simplified approach is used in this work 

where the battery capacity is assumed to vary according to Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4 Remaining useable battery energy at decreasing temperature for four different initial SOC conditions, reproduced 
figure (Rydén, 2018). 

 

It should be noted that cold weather does not in reality change the battery capacity, but 

mainly slowing down the chemical reactions. If the battery is required to deliver a large 

current, such as engine cranking, the battery will not be able to deliver if the temperature and 

SOC is too low. If the battery output current is low, the temperature will have much smaller 

impact. Therefore, taking low temperature into consideration is of great importance if the 

battery is planned to be used for starting the truck. 
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2.6 DIURNAL TEMPERATURE RANGE 

A simplified model of how the ambient temperature generally follows a cyclic relationship 

with the time of the day i.e. the diurnal temperature range (DTR) is implemented in the model. 

This phenomenon is prevalent all over the globe, but the effect is diminished by proximity to 

large water masses and cloud cover while increasing with solar irradiation. For instance, the 

average DTR in Norway is rather stable around 4.7˚C, while in adjacent Sweden it is around 

8˚C. In desert regions the DTR is most prevalent. E.g. southern Sahara has a DTR of 23.4˚C. 

(Makowski, Wild, & Ohmura, 2008) 

The modelled DTR is set to the European average of 8.2˚C. The rate of change is assumed to 

be sinusoidal and having a peak at 3pm. Hence, the diurnal temperature variation can be 

described as: 

𝑇𝐷𝑇𝑅(𝑡) = 4.1 cos (2𝜋
𝑡ℎ − 15

24
) (19) 

Where th is the hour of the day. 

A more complex model could be constructed if additional information such as latitude is given 

from the GPS system. Using weather forecasts would provide an even better approximation 

of the energy consumption, since they are generally quite accurate for the next 24 hours, 

which is the timespan that would be of greatest interest to a driver wanting the know the 

energy consumption of the climate system. Since this is information that may also be of 

interest to the driver, a way for the truck to download weather forecasts both for driver 

presentation and as climate model input is recommended. 

2.7 FRIDGE 

Many long haul trucks are equipped with a small fridge where drivers may store food or 

medicines. In order to keep the fridge items colder than the air inside the cab, electrical energy 

is needed which may compile into large quantities since the driver may want to use the fridge 

for extended periods. A service technician can easily modify this time limit if requested. The 

electricity consumption of the fridge for two different cab temperatures is given in Table 1 

below. 
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Table 1 Extract of given fridge performance measurements (Raußen, Volvo Rear Shelf_Performance Test_25.xls, 2010) and 
(Raußen, Volvo Rear Shelf Performance Test_45.xls, 2010) 

Test case A B 

Avg. cab temperature [°C] 24.9 44.5 

Duty cycle [%] 13 55 

Avg. power intake [W] 9.0 34.9 

Avg. fridge center temp. [°C] 4.3 2.9 

 

2.7.1 Fridge energy consumption calculations 

The main principle of a fridge is to first compress a fluid, which will cause it to increase its 

temperature. The fluid is then cooled off by transferring heat to the surrounding air with the 

help of a heat exchanger. The fluid is then expanded, which will cause it to decrease its 

temperature, and transferred to a heat exchanger inside the fridge. The fluid should now have 

lower temperature than the air inside the fridge, which will induce a heat flow from the fridge 

air to the fluid. The fluid can now be compressed again outside the fridge and the cycle 

repeated. 

2.7.2 Carnot cycle 

In order to achieve the highest possible efficiency of the cycle described above, the volume 

change work should be adiabatic and the heat transfer isothermal. This is process is known as 

the Carnot cycle, Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5 Reversed Carnot process: 1-2: Adiabatic compression, 2-3: Isotherm compression (heat 
dissipation), 3-4: Adiabatic expansion, 4-1: Isotherm compression (heat absorption) 
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The Carnot cycle is an ideal case, and real processes will achieve lower efficiency. It can 

however be used for describing certain thermal properties and give an optimal performance 

real processes can be related to. 

The Carnot cooling factor, ϵk, can be described as: 

𝜖𝑘 =
𝑞𝑎𝑏𝑠

𝑞𝑑𝑖𝑠 − 𝑞𝑎𝑏𝑠

(20) 

Where qabs is the heat absorption and qdis is the heat dissipation. 

Isotherm heat absorption: 

𝑞𝑎𝑏𝑠 = 𝑞41 = 𝑇1(𝑠1 − 𝑠4) = 𝑇1(𝑠2 − 𝑠3) (21) 

Isotherm heat dissipation: 

𝑞𝑑𝑖𝑠 = 𝑞23 = 𝑇2(𝑠2 − 𝑠3) = 𝑇2(𝑠1 − 𝑠4) (22) 

𝜖𝑘 =
𝑞𝑎𝑏𝑠

𝑞𝑑𝑖𝑠 − 𝑞𝑎𝑏𝑠
=

=
𝑇1(𝑠1 − 𝑠4)

𝑇2(𝑠1 − 𝑠4) − 𝑇1(𝑠1 − 𝑠4)
=

=
𝑇1

𝑇2 − 𝑇1

(23)

 

The Carnot cooling factor can thus be calculated even if only the temperature of the medium 

where heat is absorbed and dissipated is known.  

If the fridge door is kept closed and all the fridge content has reached thermal equilibrium the 

cooling process only need to counteract the heat transfer from the air surrounding the fridge. 

This steady state heat transfer is assumed to be proportional to the temperature difference 

over the fridge walls, i.e. the fridge center temperature and the cab temperature. 

�̇�𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒 = 𝑘𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒(𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑏 − 𝑇𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒) (24) 

Where kfridge is the total heat transfer coefficient. Assuming the COP (coefficient of 

performance) can be expressed as a fraction of the Carnot cooling factor, the electric power 

needed can be expressed as: 

𝑃𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒 =
�̇�𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒

𝜖𝑘 ∗ Φ
=

=
𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑏 − 𝑇𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒

𝑇𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒
(𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑏 − 𝑇𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒)

𝑘𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒

𝛷
=

= (
𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑏

2

𝑇𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒
 − 2𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑏 + 𝑇𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒)

𝑘𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒

𝛷
(25)
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3 METHOD 

3.1 MODEL 

There are large number of various applications that require electrical energy in modern trucks. 

To describe them all in detail would not benefit the driver, but the largest energy consumers 

may be of interest. There are some utilities that a truck driver may deprioritize if the electricity 

usage is made known and thus increase the battery life time and save fuel. Many utilities drain 

a predictable amount of power, i.e. a 40 W light bulb will use 40 W or nothing at all. One utility 

that may very well use the majority of the electrical energy available is the climate system. In 

addition, its electrical demand is highly dependable on several factors making driver 

guesstimates unreliable. However, the driver is likely to request a steady cab climate for the 

nearest future which can then be used as a static input. If the climate system’s electrical usage 

can be calculated for the current requests, the driver is given the tools to balance 

comfortability and remaining battery time to plan a worry free rest. The approach to build the 

Simulink model was grey-box modelation, where assumed physical properties influenced the 

system as described in the theory chapter: 2 Theory. Unknown system constants were 

parametrized in order for the simulation results to mimic measured values when real and 

modeled system used similar input. The general thermal flows of interest are shown in Figure 

6 below. 

 

Figure 6 General thermal flows. Red: Thermal transfer increasing cab temperature, blue 
decreasing temperature 
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3.1.1 Data 

The measurement data used for calibrating the thermal properties of the cab, as well as 

electric power of the blower fan and residual consumers, were obtained from the Climate 

system test group at GTT. Measurements were generally based on the Volvo truck model 

FH1960, except for two minor calibrations; battery temperature variation rate and AC 

condenser fan power to current relation, which were only found in measurements of similar 

truck models. 

Only measurements performed at night of stationary trucks was used in the thermodynamic 

calibrations to minimize influence from solar irradiation and engine heat, as there was no 

reliable data of these available. The compressor coefficient of performance was based on a 

table provided by Johan Svensson at GTT Cab Climate. 

3.1.2 Calibration process 

3.1.2.1 Wall thermal transfer rate 

The calibration of the total cab U-value was initially performed on a FH1982 (similar to FH1960 

which were later used). The total U-value for the entire truck cab was first set to 32 W/K to 

achieve similar modeled and measured cab temperatures. This was later changed to 25 W/K 

when the truck type was changed to FH1960 and more information of the rest of the system 

had been obtained. The calibration goal was minimizing the RMS (root mean square) error of 

cab temperature using six different measurement sets. 

3.1.2.2 Thermal inertia 

For calibrating the thermal inertia, the cab temperature response of AC-unit cycling on and off 

was used, e.g. as seen in Figure 12. To get a similar step response 𝑐𝑝,𝑠𝑚𝑠 was set to 30 kJ/K, 

and the U-value to 500 W/K. 

3.1.2.3 Blower fan 

The fan is voltage controlled and the input fan voltage is given in several of the truck 

measurement files used in this work. The information from Figure 7 below has also been 

provided describing the relationship between control voltage and cab air throughput. 
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Figure 7 Fan properties, provided by Johan Svensson, GTT Cab Climate. 

Based on this, and that 0 V should logically give no throughput, the mass flow can be linearly 

approximated to �̇� = 0.0064𝑈. To parametrize both β and the residual consumers the RMS 

value of the difference between average power of the residual consumers and the 

contemporary residual consumers was minimized as a function of β. 
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3.1.3 Model layout – Input and overview 

Below are three figures describing the top layer of the Simulink model that was constructed 

to display how the various parts of the system communicates. The magenta colored boxes 

represent input data that should be measured and provided by the truck in a finished product. 

These boxes have been assigned constant numerical values in Figure 8-Figure 10 below as an 

example, but arrays of measured values have been used in their place during the calibration 

phase to attain the dynamic properties of the system. 

Figure 8 shows the input of the climate system temperature request and ambient 

temperature, which here can be static or estimate the future temperature based on 2.6 

Diurnal temperature range and correlating equation (19). 

 

Figure 8 Cab temperature request input and ambient temperature definition. 

 

Figure 9 shows all the submodels for calculating the cab temperature change induced by the 

processes of the whole system. Here the relative humidity, fan air throughput and 

recirculation can be inserted. It is also possible to set an initial cab air temperature, otherwise 

set to the ambient temperature. The blocks Air of enthalpy change contains the theory 

described in 2.3.1 Enthalpy of humid air for the air ambient, entering and exiting the cab. The 

block Air Temperature Cab is based on similar calculations for the resulting temperature of 

the cab air being subject to the air enthalpy changes in addition to all other quantified thermal 

flows in the system. The block Thermal inertia walls, furniture etc. houses the calculations for 

equation (14) and the calculations used in Wall thermal transfer are the same as equation 

(10). 
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Figure 9 Truck thermodynamics and cab temperature calculations. User or truck sensor input: Ambient relative humidity, cab 
air throughput, recirculation and initial cab temperature. 

Figure 10 shows the electrical properties of the model. Battery state of health, initial 

temperature and initial SOC as well as fridge temperature are inputs. The climate system block 

defines if the integrated parking cooler or parking heater is the active unit, and the amount of 

supplied energy, based on simulated cab temperature and temperature request. The block 

requests the corresponding electrical power from the battery. Other components includes the 

electrical consumption and dissipated heat of fridge, persons in the cab and residual 

consumers. 

The Battery section handles predictions of SOC and useable chemical energy. This section 

includes the simplified temperature dependency similar to Figure 4 in addition to unverified 

battery temperature calculations. The Battery section could benefit greatly from more 
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thorough research and application, to better catch the impact of changing battery type and 

placement for instance. 

The Climate System section in Figure 10 calculates the climate system’s electricity demand (, 

and if it is cooling or heating required,) based on the difference between requested and actual 

cab temperature. The resulting diesel demand is also calculated to indicate the impact of using 

the integrated parking heater as well as the energy demand of later recharging the battery 

using the engine connected alternator. 

The blower power calculations are also found in this section, based on equation (17) and 4.1.1 

Blower fan impact. 

In the section Other components contains other heat generation in the cab. This constitutes 

of that each person in the cab generates a constant 66 W of heat (based on average human 

resting metabolism), electrical utilities such as lamps and that residual consumers are set to 

42 W as estimated in 4.1 Model fitting results. 

In order to estimate the energy requirement for keeping a fridge running, a simple model was 

created based on the theory in 2.7.2 Carnot cycle 

Inserting values from Table 1 (2.7 Fridge) test case A into equation (25) yields: 

𝑘𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒

𝛷
= 5.88

𝑊

𝐾
 

Test case B and equation (25) yields similar results: 

𝑘𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒

𝛷
= 5.57

𝑊

𝐾
 

It is therefore assumed that using the Carnot cycle approach is viable, and the Fridge block in 

the model utilizes equation (25) with 𝑘𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒 set to 3 W/K and 𝛷 to 0.5. 
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Figure 10 Electrical properties of the model 
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4 RESULTS 

4.1 MODEL FITTING RESULTS 

4.1.1 Blower fan impact 

By implementing the method in 3.1.2.3 Blower fan, the total energy of the climate system has 

been removed from the total battery energy supply: Battery-AC in Figure 11 below. 

 

Figure 11 Measured electricity usage for the blower fan, the AC-components: Compressor and condenser fan, and total usage 
(battery) 

 Setting β to 0.142 yielded a minimal average RMS-value of the resulting Battery-AC signal for 

the six truck measurements used. So that the fan power [W] can be expressed as: 

𝑃𝑓𝑎𝑛 = 0.142 ∙ 𝑈𝑓𝑎𝑛
3 (26) 

analogous to equation (17), or: 

𝑃𝑓𝑎𝑛 = 54200 ∙ �̇�3 (27) 

Where �̇� cab air throughput given in kg/s. The average of the residual consumers became 42 

W through this calibration. Complementary data used for model fitting can be found in 8.1.2 

Additional electricity usage data 
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4.1.2 Cab temperatures 

 

Figure 12 Comparison of simulated and measured cab temperature for the same climate system input. 

With the parametrized model, a similar system input should yield a similar measured and 

simulated cab temperature. A comparison of these is given in Figure 12. The simulated and 

measured cab temperatures are not identical, but quite similar. For the first hours, the 

simulated temperature is a bit colder than the measured. The reason for this is probably due 

to a warm engine that eventually cools off, but this could not be verified. At the eighth hour 

the AC unit turns off, and both simulated and measured temperature increases until the AC 

cycles on again. The simulated temperature at the end differs a bit, indicating that either the 

model should be complemented with some input, or there is a small measurement error. 

See 8.1.3 Additional cab temperature calibration data for supplementary graphs. 

4.2 VALIDATION 

For validation of the simulation results, the average electricity usage of aiming towards 

keeping the cab temperature at 15°C with an ambient temperature ranging from 20 to 45°C. 

The air recirculation and blower voltage were given in the measurements performed, and can 

be seen in Table 2 below. This table data was used as static model input while other 

parameters had to be assumed, e.g. the air humidity (50% relative humidity during 

simulations) and the actual cab temperature (average 15.1-15.3°C for all six simulations). 

Other factors that should be noted are that the measurements are performed on a moving 

vehicle, solar irradiation is unknown and the cab design may differ. 
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Table 2 Parameters for validation of cab cooling electricity consumption, source Volvo GTT Cab Climate  

TAMB RECIRCULATION BLOWER 

[°C] [%] [V] 

45 100 16 

40 100 14 

35 90 13 

30 80 12 

25 80 10 

20 0 9 

 

A comparison of the measured and simulated results can be seen in  below. There is an error 

of roughly 100 W for the entire temperature range. While accounting for the input 

discrepancies, this error can be considered rather small. Validations using a more controlled 

environment, as well as taking the battery performance into consideration should ideally be 

performed, but had to be demoted in this project. 

 

Figure 13 Climate system electricity consumption measurements and simulation results 
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4.3 CASE STUDY 

As an example for how the model could provide the driver with a graphical presentation of 

their battery status a case with four different user inputs was created. In the case the driver 

has a fully charged battery at 18:00 where the break starts. The driver uses several cab lights 

18:00-21:00 (120 W total), uses the microwave oven 18:30-18:40 and watches TV 19:00-20:00. 

There is a rather constant electrical consumption of around 50 W composed of the fridge and 

residual appliances, based on model output. The ambient temperature is 30°C at 18:00, which 

is a few hours after daily max temperature, minimum expected to be around 22°C. The driver 

is assumed at start of break to choose cab temperature and blower mass flow rate settings.  

The four cases and their state of charge over time are presented in Figure 14. Note that 

increasing temperature 5°C and reducing air throughput by 40% gives almost identical impact 

in this case. 

 

Figure 14 State of charge for 3 hour "accessory mode" followed by "rest mode" until 30% SOC is reached, for different cab 
climate choices. 

The electric usage for case A is presented in Figure 15. Initially the climate system uses sizeable 

power to lower cab temperature to 20°C. The climate electrical usage then tightly lags the 

utility usage since they will heat the cab air. In reality the microwave usage will initially make 

the food warmer and cab temperature only increasing as the food cools. 
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Figure 15 Case A: Utility electric consumption (lighting, microwave, TV, fridge and residual consumers) and climate system 
(blower fan, compressor and condenser fan) 

The idea is that the driver checks the battery status when rest starts and before sleep, 18:00 

and 21:00. The driver will notice that the predicted remaining battery life will be shorter after 

the increased utility usage, and can see why in the consumption history. While predications 

can be made based on model output, the driver may want to see the impact of utility usage 

on the SOC prediction curve instantly. The easiest way would be to take the battery current 

without the consumers that have already been modelled. One of the main difficulties with this 

approach is that many applications have their own duty cycles making the current fluctuate, 

and the current signals are exposed to considerable noise. Figure 11 represents this quite well. 

The noise impact could be diminished by integrating the signal for the last couple of seconds 

and still achieve a fast prediction response. All significant appliances with a time-variant 

electricity consumption would need to have their electricity curves smoothened. Either if it’s 

applicable to set each of their consumptions to a static average value or model the 

interdependences to give a smooth dynamic output such as made with the climate system 

and fridge in this work.  
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4.4 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

To get an estimation for to what extent an error in parametrized or measured value of interest 

can have on the battery time, a sensitivity analysis was performed and the results can be seen 

in Table 3 below. The resulting battery time impact (inverse to electricity consumption) is 

simulated by assigning a lower and a higher value to the parameter in question. 

Table 3 Sensitivity analysis results. The initial value column is based on parametrized and given values. There is one person in 
the cab, having a fridge set to 5˚C and climate system to 20˚C, no other user determined appliances in use. The new values 
are 1/5 ”worse” to the left and 1/5 ”better” to the right. Below the thick line the change is varied more freely.  

 

The relative ambient air humidity greatly reduces battery time at high humidity, but almost 

no change in battery time can be observed by having low humidity. Additional sensitivity 

results for varying air humidity at two different ambient temperatures in Figure 16 below. 

 

Figure 16 Remaining battery lifetime simulated for different air humidity, when ambient air is 25˚C and 30˚C respectively 

 

Parameter Initial value New value 
Battery time 
impact [%] 

Total U-value [W/K] 25 31.25 20 -6.8 6.4 

AC efficiency [nominal %] 100 80 125 -14.3 16.0 

Fan throughput [kg/s] 0.05 0.0625 0.04 -16.7 16.4 

Recirculation 0.8 0.75 0.86 -2.4 3.0 

Residual consumers [W] 42 52.5 33.6 -3.7 3.2 

Relative air humidity [%] 50 80 20 -15.5 0.2 

Person heat gain [W] 66 132 0 -8.6 10.3 

Fridge U-value [W/K] 6 12 3 -4.2 2.2 

Ambient temperature [˚C] 30 32 28 -8.7 10.4 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 

A model that has been created is fully parametrized and is able to show the impact of using 

various appliances and a different number of persons inside. A way to modify the battery 

capacity for varying temperatures is implemented. The model can operate with dynamic 

ambient temperature. 

The electrical energy used in the different parts modelled is quantified and the user can see 

the impact of changing climate settings by changing setting of interest and re-run the model. 

The calculation time is performed faster than in the initial requirements making reiterations 

fast. 

Several previously unknown system characteristics have been quantified that could help 

understanding in future related works. In particular, the impact of the blower fan speed was 

significantly larger than anticipated and serves as a bottleneck of the system. 

The Simulink model takes around 10 seconds to complete using an Intel Core i5-8600 K 

processor, which is an average new computer component of interest year 2018. This is 

considered fast enough not to require actions specifically to reduce computational complexity 

of the model. 

The overall conclusion is that a model for truck energy predictions can be performed and give 

useful input for a driver interface and in that way limit the battery related problems the drivers 

have been facing. Therefore, it is of great interest to continue improving the proposed driver 

interface with simulated predictions as input. 
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6 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK 

6.1.1 Thermal inertia 

Lumped thermal inertia is a useful approach but could be extended with at least one extra 

block for slower variations and a specific block for the engine compartment since it will have 

greatly varying temperature whether the engine has been off for long or not.  

It should be noted that the thermal inertia in itself has miniscule impact on the energy 

consumption for steady-state conditions. Since the driver will most likely have a steady cab 

temperature and the ambient temperature tends to vary rather slowly, the energy 

consumption of a typical night stop could be simplified to be constant for the whole stop. 

6.1.2 Blower power 

It should be observed that the fan affinity laws do not always correspond entirely with real 

physical properties. The correlation between fan voltage and power may in reality be slightly 

different and should be measured if possible. While having 42 W of residual consumers, which 

seems possible since a stand-by consumption of roughly 1-2 A during living mode has been 

mentioned before. There is however some cycling characteristics in the residual consumers 

indicating that some unknown system is turning on and off in the background, so the residual 

consumers are not entirely consisting of stand-by power. To deduce the source of this cycling 

utility may not be imperative to describe the long term electrical usage since its presence likely 

will remain, but could nonetheless be important for identifying losses and make electricity 

predictions more accurate  

6.1.3 Fridge 

Since the result from the two test cases are similar, the assumptions that the thermal leakage 

is proportional to the temperature difference between the fridge interior and exterior and 

that the COP can be established analogously to the Carnot cooling factor. The fraction 
𝑘𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑔𝑒

𝛷
 

is estimated to be constant, and set to 6 W/K. 

With this steady state test there is no way of establishing both the COP and the total heat 

transfer coefficient separately. One may assume that the COP for a small fridge to be around 

half of the Carnot cooling factor. With a Φ of 0.5, the fridge total heat transfer coefficient, k, 

would then assume value of around 3 W/K. 

In the model, it is not taken into consideration the fridge energy consumption for transient 

temperatures. E.g. if the fridge is just turned on in a warm cab, significantly more power will 

be required until desired fridge temperature is reached. The same applies for when the fridge 

door is opened or a warm item is put inside. The thermal inertia will also induce a delay for 

energy requirement when the cab temperature is fluctuating. To determine the thermal 

inertia of the fridge system would require more data, and the impact is not considered 

important enough to deduce at the time being. 
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There are also other important factors that may affect the fridge energy consumption if 

measured in other trucks: Dust and other contaminants in air ducts and heat exchangers could 

impede thermal exchange. The in- and outtake air temperature could be significantly affected 

by altering the fridge placement or cab interior design. A damaged fridge door seal could 

increase thermal leakage. Testing the performance of an old fridge in dusty conditions as well 

as varying fridge placement would probably yield interesting results. 

6.1.4 Sensitivity analysis 

One interesting result from the sensitivity analysis is the comparison of fan throughput and 

recirculation. Both their new values results in a 80% and 125% change of cab air being ejected 

to the cab exterior, but the resulting battery time or electricity usage is vastly different. This 

is due to the cubic proportionality between flowrate and fan power, where the recirculation 

number has no direct electricity consumption. So if air quality is the issue, and can be solved 

with decreasing recirculation, this will require significantly less energy than increasing fan 

speed. 

The relative humidity was so interesting it got an extended sensitivity analysis, see Figure 16. 

The reason for the shape of these curves is due to the air getting oversaturated with water if 

the intake air is humid and warm. See Figure 3 in the theory chapter for air maximal water 

content at different temperatures. Energy is required for the water gas to liquid phase change, 

otherwise the cab air would turn to fog. In reality this effect may be even larger, since the AC 

likely supplies dryer air, but the extent is unknown. 

6.2 OTHER FACTORS AND FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS 

6.2.1 Engine temperature leakage and parking heater 

One important factor that has been mentioned earlier in this report is the heat dissipating 

from the engine. Since the engine compartment is placed directly under the cab floor in 

European diesel trucks and the insulation material is rather thin to save space, engine heat 

can have a substantial impact on cab temperature. This effect was initially supposed to be 

included in the report, but sufficient temperature measurement data could not be acquired 

for either the engine oil, water duct system or any other temperature in the engine 

compartment. Approximating and implementing the engine heat effect in the climate model 

is likely a relative simple problem.  

With an approximation of the engine heat leakage further improvements could be done with 

the modelling of the parking heater. The heating of the cab in a still standing truck is carried 

out by the parking heater which is composed of a diesel burner and a water duct system. The 

water ducts are placed to be able to deliver heat to both the cab area and the engine, making 

the engine start more efficient in cold weather. Without taking the engine heat into 

consideration, it is difficult to establish the partition of the energy exerted from the diesel 

combustion that transferred to the cab and the engine respectively. This is why the cab 

heating energy demand is calculated by using the conclusions from the AC calibrations, and 

then simply having all thermal flows reverse direction. A problem with this approach is that it 
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may not be completely applicable. The convection will for instance change which may affect 

thermometers at different placement variably. The internal heat transfer coefficient may also 

be affected since the internal airflow may change considerably. 

6.2.2 Radiator test 

To get better accuracy for the effect of various heat gains and to verify several model 

parameters, a test where an electric radiator is inserted into a truck cab should be performed. 

In that way reliable measurements without influence from unknown truck systems could be 

performed. Ambient temperature should be kept constant and the engine turned off for a 

significant time before and during the test. Any other factors such as sunlight and wind should 

be avoided as well to make sure the radiator is the only important component influencing the 

temperature. This could provide an easily applicable basis for succeeding model optimization 

while at the same time reducing risk of over-parametrization 

6.2.3 Sunlight 

Solar irradiation may have a major impact on cab temperature, and will likely often concede 

with ambient temperature peaks. This is not taken into consideration since no solar irradiation 

flux or solar angle have been found in the various measurement files reviewed as part of this 

project. That the main purpose of the model is to predict the energy consumption during night 

is one mitigating factor, but the irradiation-temperature gain relation should be investigated. 

There is a solar sensor installed at the front windscreen in some Volvo trucks but its main 

application is to tell if the driver is directly hit by sunlight, which will slightly lower climate 

system temperature output to make driver more comfortable. This sensor would probably 

need to be replaced if the total solar gain were to be calculated. In addition, several 

measurements would need to be performed for varying solar angles since the truck’s capture 

area and insulation is variable. Sun rays penetrating windows will probably heat the truck 

more than the ones captured by the roof for instance. 

The solar irradiation could also be used as an asset. Installing roof solar panels could provide 

some electricity when cooling demand is peaking. In addition, the solar irradiation could get 

measured by simply logging the panel output. The sun angle could be calculated based on the 

time of day and geographical location. It will probably not be as accurate as having at least 

two dedicated pyranometers (solar irradiation flux meters) measuring flux density that could 

also be used to triangulate sun angle. 

6.2.4 Vehicle in motion 

The focus for this project have been to estimate the electricity consumption for stationary 

trucks, but the model could be adapted to cover the electricity demand for a truck in motion. 

In addition to the already mentioned engine thermal leakage some other factors need to be 

considered. There are several extra consumers such as headlights, servo system and emission 

control that applies for a truck in motion. In addition, the wall thermal transfer coefficient will 
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differ slightly due to higher convection around the truck as established in an internal Volvo 

report by (Hellgren & Honner, 2008).  

6.3 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 

 Translate Simulink model to code executable by SEM (Service and Entertainment 

Module – a Volvo truck onboard computer) 

 Implement weather forecast downloads as prototype input 

 Install ambient air humidity sensor in truck for input 

 Measure engine temperature for modelling thermal leakage impact 

o Revise parking heater diesel consumption 

 Test performance of a solar panel on truck cab, use output to estimate solar irradiation 

impact on truck while driving. 

o Test difference when having solar reflector at windshield when stationary 

 Validate current for fridge and main fan 

 Make SOC predication curve stable but directly affected by user actions: 

o Separate power signals based on their application 

o Model signals that are interdependent on more than one factor or have a 

varying power curve 

o Filter the rest of the power signals by an integrating factor, weighted for the 

most recent signals for faster response.  

 Revise the battery capacity. Re-model the capacity for assumed discharge speed at 

varying battery temperature for DESS system. (Capacity likely underrated at low 

temperature now) 

 Investigate the impact of opening windows, fridge door or similar 
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8 APPENDIX 

8.1.1 Enthalpy of humid air 
function [h,phi,H1]=EntHumAir(T,H,psat,hvac) %Enthalpy atmospheric 

pressure, temp [C] and humidity as input 

 
% cpa=1.006; %specific heat air [kj/kg C] 
% cpw=1.84; %specific heat water vapour [kj/kg C] 
% patm=101325; %air pressure [Pa] 
% w_vap=2260; %[kJ/kg] Heat of vaporization of water 

  
qsat = 0.62198*psat/(hvac.patm-psat); % saturation specific humidity 
%H=qsat*phi/100; 
phi=100*H/qsat; 

  
m_hvap=0; 

  
if phi>100          % Check if relative humidity exceeds 100% 
    m_hvap=H-qsat;  % Minimum mass of water to condensate 
    H=qsat;         % Set 100% air humidity 
    phi=100*H/qsat; 
end  

  
H1=H; %Set (maybe) new mass of air water content 

  
ha=hvac.cpa*T; 
hg=2501+hvac.cpw*T; 

  
h=ha+H*hg+m_hvap*hvac.w_vap; 

   
end 
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8.1.2 Additional electricity usage data 

 

The upper graphs depict the blower electricity usage (blue) and battery load with known 

consumers filtered out (black) (similar to purple signal in lower graphs). 

 

Figure 17 Electricity usage curve set 1 

 

Figure 18 Electricity usage curve set 2 
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Figure 19 Electricity usage curve set 3 

 

Figure 20 Electricity usage curve set 4 (entire range of Figure 11) 
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Figure 21 Electricity usage curve set 5 

 

Figure 22 Electricity usage curve set 6 
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8.1.3 Additional cab temperature calibration data 

 

 

Figure 23 Temperature data set 2 

 

Figure 24 Temperature data set 3 
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Figure 25 Temperature data set 4 

 

Figure 26 Temperature data set 5 
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Figure 27 Temperature data set 6 


